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thursday, may 7, 2012 the glove box i have written about glitterfish games on
a few occasions. i have enjoyed the simple drawing style and i have enjoyed
playing the game. the price is pretty great too so this is a fast game to play.

however, after watching the video for this game, i have some serious
questions about the part that seems to be used mostly, the ability to paint

with a marker. yes, you are using markers to create the model but why? in my
mind, it seems that you could use real brushes instead. sure, in the video, he

is using acrylic paint but is this how it would look to you? also, you are
basically creating a mechanical masonary model. are there real tools that you

could use for this task? finally, how long has he been at this game? there is
something i know i have posted about that i think is so "21st century" that i
need to share it with the world. the idea is that we need to at least make an

effort to return to the "good old days". using markers to paint, may not be the
"best" way to do something. at least back then you did not have the option to
"photoshop" what you were creating. anyway, back to the game. i am going to

give this a few days to see how i feel about this game. i do not know why i
kept it, in the first place, but it may become a "keepers" game. i am in the

process of making a pick of games to review. subscribe to games by glitterfish
games about me i am a lover of all things gaming. i enjoy building models,
painting, reading, writing and playing the games that i enjoy. i also have a

design on daily combat as well. i will try to post items about gaming that i feel
are worthy of your attention.q: javascript can't pass variable to html input field

to call its value i am trying to pass a variable using js to an html input field
using the value attribute to call the variables value. 5ec8ef588b
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